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JOURNALISM IS LITERATURE IN A HURRY

DECEMBER 13, 1971

FRANCIS L. DALE

We all admire a person who can work under
pressure and against a time limit.
Have we not all been stirred while watching
our fa~ite foot ball team from the sidelines to see
a quarterback who, under the pressure of the rush of
the defensive line, can hang in the protective pocket
formed by his guards and wait until the very last
second to locate all the open receivers and then
throw a swift , perfectly timed and accurate pass~st
beyond the fingertips of a potential interceptor into
the outstretched hands of a fast running tight end.
It's the element of pressure and the time limit that
lift our spirits and draw our cheers and praise.
Or, have we not all jumped to our feet with
pride as we watched the right handed batter in the
closing innings of a tie baseball game who, having
been given the su icide bunt sign by the third base
co a ch, waits and waits until the very last moment,
until the pitched ball has almost passed him, before
he "goes with the pitch" to lay it down perfectly
half way a long the first base line so as to give the
onrushing runner from third base that single moment
needed if his speed is to catch the defense flat footed. The timing and perfection of execution are
appreciated all the more because of the pressure and
the time limit.
Of course, there are examples from endeavors
other than sports. We are moved by reading of a
military commander who, under pressure of the enemy
and needing to order a surprise maneuver before sunris e
comes stands alone at the very point of decision
and a~ts with courage and skill ; or, the President,
who under threat of a challenge to a badly wanted
piece of legislation and havin~ a d~adl~ne to f~ce,
manuevers his political IOU's Just ln tlme to Wln the
vote.
It's the pres sur e and the deadline Rttach~d
to these events that make them memorable and wo rthy
of admiration .
me t rH:;\. t
always seemed strange to
Now , it's
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this trait of ours -- our attraction to moments of
pressure and a deadline -- is rarely attached to the
creation of literature. As we read great pieces of
literature, we tend to believe that it was written
slowly, worked over time and again to find the more
precise and descriptive words, polished and structured
and even laid aside for awhile before final editing
and submission to the publisher. We hold this b~Ji~f
that literature is unhurried despite the fact that
our own attempts at writing would not substantiate
such a belief. Is there a one of us who has not put
off until the last moment the writing of his paper
for this club? The pressure and deadline even help
us to finally put it down on paper; but, interestingly enuu.gh, when we listen to the reading of' a fine
piece of creative writing, by a fellow member, don't
we always say to ourselves, "My, he must have put a
lot of time in on that paper!"
This paradox, that is, this tendency to
bel ieve that fine writing can be produced only by an
unhurried writer despite the fact that there is much
evidence to indicate this is not necessarily so, led
me to search for some examples of some fine writing
that have been produced under pressure ann l]P ae;ainst
a deadline.
The most obvious place for me to look was
in the daily newspaper, and my search was not disappointing. Thus, this paper is about the writing
of news stories as an example of literature produced
under pressure and up against a deadline. Obviously,
all the ideas expressed here are not my own; many
have been copied from others . I do not apologize for
it; I simply state it as a fact. It ha~ been. said
that if a writer copies from another wrlter, lt's
plag iarism; but if he copies from several other writers,
it 's research. I declare this paper to be research.
Mathew Arnold once observed that "journalism
is literature in a hurry". Reporting, ~he very m~rrow
of journalism may well be considered Ilteratu~e ~n
t' hurry In most cases, the grea es
an even grea er
.•
written under pressure,
examples of reportlng we~eto catch that added dimension
and yet they have mana~et
ttribute to slow and
f h istory that ~e ten, .0 a
del iberate creatl.ve wrl.tl.Tlg.
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Repor ting is different from other types of
writing. The firsL and most obvious difference is
that the reporter mus t produce . his rapid-fire s tory
under conditions hardly ideal for creative writing.
He must do his writing either on the scene of the
evcnt about whi ch h e is re porting on notebooks or
folded sheets of copy paper held in his hand, or
back at his desk at a typewriter in the midst of a
noisy and busy newsroom . And he must keep doing so ,
day after day . He must carry the added burden of
unrelenting and monotonous regularity, intensified
by the pressure of an editor and the meeting of a
deadline.
Charl es Dickens, the great novelist whose
"A Christmas Carol" always comes to mind in December,
was first a gr eat newspaper reporter. In his biographical notes, he fondly recalled his youthful
experiences as a :reporter when he was fo ro cd to write
stories on the palm of his hand, "by the light of a
dark lantern , in a post chaise and four, galloping
through a wild country, and through the dead of the
night, at the then surprising rate of fifteen miles
an hour ".
He confessed to havin g been upset "in almost
every description of vehicle known in this country"
and bemired on roads many miles from London, stranded
in the company of exhausted ho r ses and drunken postboys, with only one idea -- meeting his paper's
deadline.
William Howard Russell, war correspond ent
for the London Times could boast of similar discomfort.
He said that he wrote his story of the charge of the
Light Brigade at Balaklava in the wee hours of the
mornin g until the candle he used for a light "di sappeare:'
in the bottle like a stage demon through a trap door."
The pace and the deadline were such that the report er
had to put up with oonditions as they were.
It 's no different today . The change from
the ho r se - and-buggy and courie r · dispatch to jet planes
and v ideo has merely stepped up the reportorial pace .
The reporter 's perceptive power and. his think ing proces s
must be keyed to the fast and exciting pace he has to
maintain. While the pressure has not been lifted,
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its degree varies with the kind of deadline the reporter has to meet. Newsmen for daily papers have
to make hair-trigger literary deci sions . Reporters
for news weeklics or monthl.ies have time for greater
reflection and more polished writing, but, with much
of the pressure lifted, their reporting often lacks
tha t impact of immediacy which is carried by topflight newspaper stories. With t he deadline postponed,
th e reporter has the opportunity to recreate his
news event in time perspective , making his selection
of essential facts on the basis of occurrences subsequent to the events he narrates. In the context,
the slower the writing the less merit it may have as
reporting literature because it lo ses its impact as
newso Literature was once described ao "news that
stays news". (ABC of Reading) The pressure and the
de adline force the writing to be writing with a spirit
of breathlessness about it so that if it is well done
it is all the more appreciated and admired .
There is no simple formula for the reporter
who must work under pressure and yet produoe a story
with staying power. There are, however, a few
essentials that can't be ignored. To begin with,
great reporting must reveal perception, disclose its
creator to be the potJsessor o£" "the seeing eyp. and
the hearing ear," capable of discerning the deeper
implications in the chance event he has witnessed.
Vespucci had this perception when he recogni~ed that
what he looked upon was a New World, a fact that
Columbus died without ever realizing. Schumann had
th is kind of perception when he hailed Chopin's piano
variations on "La ci darem" (which had been cooly
r eceived by the critics) with the words, "Hats off,
sentlemen, a genius !" Such reportorial perception
j.i stinguishes a great novelist like Charles Dickens,
',-/!l O could discern the bizarre, the humorous, and the
~rag ic in situations that to others seemed commonplace
2.Ild dull .
Liek the scientist explorer , the critic of
arts, and the novelist, the great reporter must
able to see what is significant and distinctive
~ : ut the event he is covering.
Charles A. Dana
~ 2~o nstrated this kind of perception when he reco gniz ed
~ ~a t the June Days of 1848 in Paris were no mere
:::'~n"_' ''''''''"'-t,,,,,.,. tion of.' c l ass anarc11Y, but rather the
~~e

:2
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"fanaticism of an idea " galvanized by hunger. When
Rebecca West ' attended the Nuremberg trials she observed that there emanated from the twenty-one Nazi
defendants "a smell of corruption." Few are likely
to fo rget her portrait of the banker Schacht in the
dock, "A corpse frozen by rigor mo~tis.in~o an ~ttitude
which would make it difficult to flt hlm lnto hls
coffin. " She saw it all and - could write it down with
words of staying power. Along with this ability to
perceive what one sees and hears must go an intense
inquisitiveness and a persistence to match it. It
is true that the gener al public , conditioned by the
Hollywood stereotype, conceives of the reporter as
a person combining the most acute detective quaIl Lies
of Sherlock Holmes and the swashbuckling qualities
of Errol Flynn. While the average reporter, assigned
to the humdrum, tedious ro utine of news gathering,
bears little resemblance to those glamorous personages,
there is some basis in fact for the detective image.
Great reporting is the product of what H.
G. Wells has happily termed "an interrogative state
of mind." The reporter must be constantly on the
alert to question, to challenge , to probe. His acute
powers of observation must be implemented by that x
factor -- the detective instinct.
From an account of the work of some reporter s
attached to New York City newspapers back in the days
when there were such name s as The World, The Herald,
The Journal, The World Telegram and, of course, The
Times, I've picked several examples of the "interrogative state of mind".
The World reporter who ripped a button off
the trousers of Russell Sage ' s would-be assassin ,
leading to the culprit ' s arrest, possessed it. So did
Daniel J. Kirwin, the star reporter of the old Herald
staff . Assigned to cover the murder of banker John
Hawkins, Kirwin found blood on t he floor covering,
indicating that the corpse had been moved, noted that
the banker's bloodstaine d hat had been hung upon the
rack, obviously after the crime, and checked the
movements of the victim's nephew, ascertaining that
he had been absent from the Union Square Theater for
forty - five--minutes -- time enough to commit the crime .
Under the third degree, the nephew broke down and
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confessed.
This detective instinct has led newsmen
into strange situations. Julius Chambers, famous for
his stunts as a reporter on the staffs of the Herald
and the old World, heard murder done over the telephone through a chance open wire a connection that
occurred only when the temperature went down to zero.
Pursuing this lead, he spent months following
abandoned wires, only to discover, when he located
the murderer, who had killed his rival for a girl's
affections, that evidence heard over the telephone
was not admissible in a court of law.
When the headless, armless, legless torso
of a man was found in the East River, wrapped in oilcloth, Hearst's Journal staff went to work to solve
the "Guldensuppe mystery." Other dismembered segments
of the corpse turned up, each wrapped in a piece of
the same oilcloth. From color prints made of this
oilcloth pattern thirty membersof the Journal staff
scoured the city and eventually ran down the purchaser.
As a result, a former mistress of the victim and her
new lover were convicted.
_Few newspapermen better exemplified that
"interrogative state of mind" than a former managing
editor of The New York Times, the encyclopedic Carr
Van Anda. An accomplished Egyptologist, he set towork
to decipher the hieroglyphics on the interior of
Tutankhamen ' s tomb from a news photo. He did not rest
until he ha d exposed certain forgeries on the inscribed
s l ab and deduced from them that Horam-heb had murdered
Zing Tut -- not an exceptional incident even in those
jays. Equally master of Einsteinian physics and
:Tational League batting averages, _Van Anda had. the
:ur iosity and acuteness of eye whlch stamped hlm the
3xc eptional newspaperman. A more recent example : when
~he late S. Burton Heath , crack World Telegram reporter,
~ead a transcript of testimony given by a Federal .
~udge in the surrogate ' s aud~t of the accounts . of hlS
iec eased business partner, hlS eye noted certaln
~uspicious items. By running these clues down, Heath
~ -reed Martin T. Manton, the presiding judge o~ the
n
--ni t ed states Circuit oourt of Appea~s, . to reslg
nt
;' r") m the bench_
Subsequently that dlgnltary was se
~~

th e

Ve dera~

p e =1t e nt~ary .
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In addi t i on to having perception and an
interrogative state of mind, a reporter must have
personal courage.
The r epo rter must be prepared to take risks
to stay at his post of danger, and at times to operat e
on his last res erves of adrenalin. Reporters, notably
war correspondent s , have found that they have chosen
perilous career s . Rudyard Kipling, whose admir a tion
for the courage and stamina of the war correspondent
was matched by his contempt for the armchair strategis~
summed up the qualities needed for that vocation:
"The power of glib speech that neither man nor woman
can resist when a meal or a bed is in question, the
eye of a horse coper, the skill of a cook, the constitution of a bullock , the digestion of an ostrich,
and a infinite adap tability to all circumstances.
But many die before they attain to this degree."
To send home dispatches, men have risked jungle fever,
bullets, perils of the sea and air, exposure to
atomic e xp losions, and capture or torture.
Next, the reporter needs to pursue with
endless devotion the often elusive truth: Almost all
modern newspapers carry some slogan or phrase on their
mastheads to remind themselves of this goal.
Carried at the masthead of Niles' Weekly
Register, the great Americ~n news ma?azine of t~e earlnineteenth century, was thls approprlate quotatlon
from Shakespear's Henry VIII:
I wish no other herald,
No other speaker of my living a~tions,
To keep mine honor from corruptlon,
But such an honest chronicler.
In praising the honest chronic~er Shake~peare
was paying tribute to the kind of reportlng that lS
fair, accurate, and complete, d~sciplined by the
re orter's own conscience and hlS awareness ~f the
fa~t that it will be read by a critical p~bll~ capable
of being persuaded by the truth. and of .reJectll~g t~~ t " Admit e dly, the ldeal of camp e e 0 Jec bogus article.
.
d
· th r by reporters or by
has seldom been achleve ~lch~oniclers give us th~ir
historians. Both typte s 0 d every such selection lS
selection of the fac s , an
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really subjective . Dr. Samuel Johnson "took care that
the Whig dogs should not have the best of it," and
many other reporters havp. been frank partisans .
Homer Bigart, Pulitzer-Prize-winning reporter of the
New York Herald Tribune, writing from behind the Iron
Curt ain , concedes that, although t he reporter is
required to "give both sides ," the bias "creep s in."
I'm not talking about columnists whose
writings are clearly opinions and as such necessarily
biased ; even reporters can never be wholly objective
and that's one reason why re-write menand editors
r eview the reporters work -- to dilute the bias of
the reporter, if there is any that is apparent. It's
hard for any r eporter to hide his emotions , stirred
b y what he sees.
A century ago newspaper reportRrs
took little pains to disguise t heir emotional reactions
to an event . In its issue of February 18, 1815,
Niles ' Weekly Register reported t he ending of the War
of 1812 wi t h the headline "Glori ous News" and a subhead that was a stanza from The Star-Spangled Banner .
The story began in this vein : "Who would not be an
Ame ric an? Long live the republic! Peace is signed
in the arms of victory." No, cle a rly Hezekiah Niles
was uninfected with the virus of neutrality .
While bias and emotion might creep into
color the truth, the fact i s that truth is rarely
s een in clear perspective . Sometimes events are r e~ orted while contro ve r sy still flames at white heat.
-.m ile editors would agree with Lewis Gannett tha t
t ruth cannot always be discovered "by seeking the
: :J.athematical middle ground between heated contestants,"
~hey ar e cognizant qf the fact that truth is seldom
3ither black or white, al though sensationalists would
~a int it either way.
Accordingly, they have sought
~ o present both sides of many controversial news events.
: ~ew York newsmen took diametrically oPPosing views
:n a vital point in the celebrated duel between Burr
~~d Hamilton .
The national capital at the time the
~Jnus Army was smashed seemed to a French reporter,
:~l es Sauerwein, like ancient Charthage, but ~o Le e
:::Cardell, an American newspaperman, the r~)Ut~ng of
: ~e veterans assume d the elements of more lntlmate,
;~rs onal tragedy .
The same kind of split co~ld be
:~~~d in the reporting of the Peace Marches ln our
~at ion's capita~ just last ye ar.
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Sometimes, too, the total . truth is simply
too big to find. No single reporter can give the
whole picture of a battle, a flood, or a calamitous
fire. The testimony of many observers must be enlistet
to re-create so gr s ndiose and staggering a canvas .
Waterloo is one of the best examples. Napoleon' s
personal behavior when disaster confronted him on
that occasion is vi ewed through hostile British eyes
and through sympathetic French eyes . Henry Villard ' s
stunning beat at Bull Run, really a preliminary story,
was supp lement ed by William Howard Russell's l a ter
and more complete account of the "miserable, causeless panic," which Villard had barely hinted at.
Whitelaw Reid clearly recognized Pickett ' s disastrous
charge at Getty s burg for what it was -- "a crushing
defeat ... A Southern reporter tried to retrieve a
measure of glory for the Confederacy's dead heroes
of that engagement. Accounts of American and Jap anese
newsmen who rep orted phase s of the World War II action
in the Pacific in dispatches vere 'a musingly at variance.
A great movie was made, calle d "Tora Tora" which
dramatized the differenc es in point of view.
Now, le t's consider the writing itself that
reporters do. How doe s their writing diff er from the
writing done by tho se who create other forms of'
literature?
In earlier day s, the rhetoric was flowery,
sometimes warm, but often lurid and even misleading .
Perhaps the best example was the writing of Lafc adio
Hearn, the Enguirer ' s closest legitimate claim to havinc
a reporter of international fume. He was only 21 and
had only two years reportorial experienc e when he
covered the t an yard murder case of 1874 for the
Enquirer. The language and s tyle is so removed from
news reports of today that they are difficult to
relate. The story began:
"One woe doth tread upon another's heels ,
so fast they follow;" "s carcely have we done rec ording
the particulars of one of the greatest conflagrations
that has occurred in our city for years, than we are
called upon to describe the foulest murder that has
ever dar kened the escutcheon of our state. A murder
so atrocious and so horrible that the soul sickens
a t the revolting d etail s ."
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Having thus made his position clear, Hearn
l aunched into a tale which would make a modern day
publisher turn green -- and not so much with envy as
from fear! Lafacadio set down rumors that certainly
would bring libel action today. · He prejudged the
accused and gave such a volume of hearsay evidence
that it must have been all but impossible to find
jurymen who hadn't been influenced.
But it was the lurid style .of his writing
which most astonishes the modern newsmen . It is
enough -- as he had warned -- to sicken almost any
soul .
"The dramatis personae" of Mr. Hearn's
lurid account were Herman Schilling, a tan yard
workman who had been murdered and stuffed into the
tan yard furnace; and three suspects .r/ ,'A ;ndreas and
Fred Egner , father and son , and George ' Rufer. Hearn
guessed revenge might have been a motive -- and said
so, stating , "f'rom common report" that Schilling had
been intimate with Andreas Egner ' s 15-year-old daughter,
"whose morals were none of the best."
Lafcadio seems to have been aL his best -or his worst -- as he described, in disgusting detail,
the things he found when, as a reporter, he worked
with the police in discovering Schilling 's remains
in the tan yard furnace.
Some of the subheadings in the body of the
story g i ve an idea of' the trend: "Skull Had Burst
Like a Shell," "Forced Into Furnace Alive, " "Stiffened
With Gore," "The Grinning Teeth Showed Ghastly White."
It was hearty stuff!
He described in the most convincing manner
the smells he encountered; the sight of "masses of
crumbling human bone, strung together by half-burst
~ inews, or glued, one upon the other, by a hideous
~1hesio n of half molten flesh, boiled brains and
.- ellied blood , all mingled with coal."

And this was literature in a hurry, produced

-~ der pressure and up against a deadline.

~et me
just to show two other samples of.h~s sty~e:
from his first publiohed book. He ~s descrlb~ng

~igress

~ he se
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the marshy shore of a French West Indies Island:
"S ome times of autumn evenings there,
when the hollow of heaven flames
like the interior of a chalice, and
waves and clouds are flying in one
wild rout of broken gold, -- you
may see the tawny grasses all
oovered with something like husks,
-- wheat colored husks, -- large,
flat , and disposed evenly along the
lee -side of each swaying stalk, so
as to present only their edges to
the wind, But, if you approach,
those pale husks all break open to
display strange splendors of scarlet
and seal-brown;*** they change into
~rderous living blossoms, which
detach themselves before your eyes
and rise in air, and flutter away
by thousands to settle down farther
off, and turn into wheat-colored
husks once more -- a whirling
flower-drift of sleepy butterIlies!"
Hearn could also portray beauty beautifully, as he
did in an Enquirer article subtitled, "What An Evil
Reporter Saw In An Artist's Studio."
"She lay at full length upon a long
sofa , unclad and unadorned save by
the matchless g ifts of nature, her
white limbs lightly crossed, both
hands clasped over her graceful little
head, and her luxurious blond hair
s tr eaming loose beneath her in a
river of tawny gold."
The fame Hearn was beginning to gain in
Cincinnati was blighted by his living habits. Blind
in one eye since childhood accident that characterized
his wholly unfortunate youth , He arn was overtly
conscious of what he regarded as an extreme physical
deformity. This psychological barrier he erected
between himself and "normal" society probably i s in
part responsible for t he k1 !ll\11ip . he ~e~ t f?r other
people who were the objects of dlscrlmlnatlon.
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Hearn was dismissed from The Enquirer in

1875 for wanting to marry the Negress with whom he

had been living for several years. His comradeship
wi t h the unfortunate, and the caste-destroying ob- "
jectivtty he used in· wpiting about the city had made
his name a household bad word. His reputation was
such that when he wrote, "The Opium Habit, " instead
of being heralded by the community as one of the
pioneers fighting for new narcotics laws, he was
whisp ered about as an addict of the drug himself.
In 1877 Hearn left Cincinnati, which he had
come to loathe, and embarked upon a wandering period
in his career that was to end in 1904 when he died
a famous man in Japan , 9500 miles from the city ,that
had labeled his genius scandalous .
.
But today, reporting literature is different.
Newspaper Editor Erwin D. Canham makes the point
that rhetoric is perhaps the least of the requisites
for reporting. The most essential obligation of the
reporter is to get the story right. Nevertheless,
to have staying power, great reporting must possess
literary quality. Terseness and vitality distinguish
such reporting, whose color is obtained without resortIng to exaggeration (sports writers excepted, of
course!), stooping to the bromidic, or employing
fos sil phraseology, empty verbiage, too often betraying a poverty of factual information and a lack of
reportorial 7.eal. The kind of reporter we have been
on the lookout for is the newsman who, as A. J.
Li ebling puts it, "uses metaphors as sparingly as a
YIontclair housewife employs garlic, " but, while
eschewing words that throb, nonetheless knows "where
~o find the right part of speech when he has to have
:.t. " Even sports writers in recent years are beginning
"Co see the light and to avoid "the unholy jargon,"
~ha t tendency to call things by names other than
:he ir own.
Over the past hundred years the structure
:f the news story has undergone drastic modification.
is today a commonplace of ~erican journ~l~sm that
~ ~e ws story must illustrate hlnd-to-end wrltlng .
~~:k e other literary forms, the climax is at the
: 7~:nning .
The lead, or opening pa:agraph or para~ l
~~~pho , gives the reader the essentlal facts . The

=:
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body of the story is merely detailed expository
material , its paragraph structure a series of separate
unit s without transitions connecting them with what
went before or what is to follow, and arranged in
decreasing importance. The bo~y of the news scory
must meet the cutoff test. If at any point after
the lead a deletion should be made in the story, the
essential facts will still remain.
What is now the sacred cow of' journalism
was unknown to newsmen before the close of the nineteenth century. Take, for example, the magnificent
news dispatch on the charge of the Light Brigade
sent in by William Howard Russell, a star war reporter,
from the heights before Sebastopol . It began in
lciourely style : "If the exhibition of the lilUDt
brilliant valor, of the excess of courage, and of a
daring ' which could have reflected luster on the best
days of chivalry can afford full consolation for the
disaster of today, we can have no reason to regret
the melancholy lOSSWlich we sustained in a contest
with a savage and barbarian enemy."
ThenRussel1 proceeded to describe the various
phases of the battle, and, not until the very last
paragraph, do we get a full realization of the catastrophic nature of the losses suffered by the 607
sabers of the Light Cavalry Brigade . Yet the story
meets the basic criteria of editors today. It provides
all the facts from every available source, and answers
the traditional five reporter's questions: Who? What?
When? Where? Why? Most important, from beginning
to climactic concluding tabulation, it holds the
reader's attention unflagging.
Another experienced reporter, Henry Morton
Stanley, started off his dispatch announcing his discovery of Livingstone by reflecting upon how his
prospects had improved in the course of the last two
months of his African journey. Then came the electric
sentence: "And the only answer to it all is Livingstone
the hero traveler, is alongside of me." But for the
details of the ~e rilo us trip, we must read a long
recital. The classic dialogue of the encounter between
Stanley and Livingstone i s reserved .Lor 't he very l a8 t
lines of the story. By postponing the answer to many
questions about the course of his adventure Stanley
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maintained an atmosphere of tension down to the
account of the climactic meeting at the very end of
the dispatch.
These older techniques, still widely observcd by British journalism, were geared to the gaslight
era . But they were at times abu sed. The New York
Tribune reporter of the Sullivan-Oorbett fight in New
Orleans in 1892 who wrote 2500 words or more before
he said who won must have be en a direct cause of the
rev olution in the technique of news writing. By th e
time of the Spanish-American War the modern news
story, with its conventional lead and body structure,
was widely used.
The lead has been aptly described by John
C. Rogers , a Herald Tribune staff man, as a "sort of
come-on . Like a woman's eyes or a barker 's line, the
lea d must invite interest or the suitors and customers
may turn away ." The normal approach is the summary
lea d that gives the gist of the story. "Four men
were killed and eighty-four pe rsons went to hospitals
with gunshot wounds, cracked heads, broken limbs, or
other injuries received in a battle late this afternoon
between police and steel strikers at the gates of the
Republic Steel Corporation plan in South Chicago."
This was the lead for The New York Times account of
the Memorial Day Massacre in 1937. Gene Currivan
started his Time s story of the forced tour at Buchenwald
in this fashion:
"German civilians -- 1200 of t hem -were brought from the neighboring city of Weimar
today to see for themselveo the horror, brutality, and
human indecency perpetrated against their 'neighbors'
a t the infamous Buchenwald concentration camp. They
saw sights that brought tears to their ey~s, and,
s cores of them, inr.luding German nurses, Just falnted
away . "
To avoid stuffiness and monotony reporters
have found it expedient to introduce variations of
~ he conventional lead, the most electrify in~ of.the~e
i nnovations being the cartri~ge l~ad effe~tlve ~~ bl~y
..
.
"Th
ld San FranC1SCO 1 S dead, was
e w
3uo rles.
eo.
t f the great earthquake.
"~, 1 Irwin began hlS accoun
a .
ds.
-~~k Lait's story, leading off wlth these wort his
;,J~ hn Dill ing er, ace bad man of the world, go
- .', ~.. +. 3.">.. ieh.'L. _.:.
slug s
-Lhrnu g h
th e heart and one
t,"W" C">
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through his he ad ," was calculated to hold the reader
to the text as effectively as contact with a third
rail. Or, let us consider the lead for Time magazine' s
story on Pearl Harbor: "The U.S. Navy was caught with
its pants down. Within one tragic hour -- before the
war had really begun -- the US appeared to have
suffered greater losses than in the whole of World
War 1."
The Wall Street Journal reporters use this
technique daily. This morning's lead story began,
"A Catholic school that i s 90% black and non-Catholic? "
The shock value of the lead forces you to continue
to read to see how such a thing could come about.
Occasionally a direct quotation at the start can
galvanize reader interest. "Herman Rosenthal has
squealed again. " What all the plunderworld was
whispering served as the terse opening of Herbert
Bayard Swope's sensational expose of Police Lieutenant
Becker's plot to mQrder a gambler.
Current fashions in news reporting indic ate
a perceptible trend away from the unimaginative
application of the hind-to-end technique and the cutoff
test, and the return to the literary styles of Messrs.
Russell and Stanley and Hearn . Not only is this true
of news-magazine writers like John Hersey and Rebecca
West and journal reporters such as the staff reporters
on the Wall Street Journal and the Christian Science
Monitor, but the symptoms are manifest in the work
of some of the best of contemporary newspaper reporter s .
"Here is the f'irst cmd only eyewitness report on the
opening chapter of the British expeditionary troops ;
advance in Norway south of Trondheim. It is a bitterly
disillusioning and almost unbelievable story." With
these words Leland Stowe launched into a superb account
of British frustration in Norway and more than fulfill e~
the promise of his lead, but one has to read the
entire story to get all the facts.
The same rule s for writing a news story
do not apply to the "feature " story where the reporter
takes a detail, perhaps f rom a major news story, and
stresses "angles ", often emotional or humorous, with
the idea of both informing and entertaining. Nor do
the conventional rule s govern the int erview story,
where the reporter emphasizes what is said rather than
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what happens.
No inconsiderable portion of great reporting
i s fortuitous, the result of the opportunity to be
a spectator at the ringside of great events, some known
i n adv ance ror which preparations can be made, some
t remendously unexpected.

An entire paper could b e devoted to the
coverag e of gossip and fashion reporting. This kind of
~ c portin g has enliRted ROmp. hi gh-level talent.
No
=ore brilliant gossip reporter ever lived than
3enjamin Disraeli, whose newspaper work in the 1830's
aroused wide attention. Again, no one could cut down
a st a tely matron better than the Enquirer's own Society
~ ditor from 1910 to 1939, Marion Devereux.
For one
',;hole year whenever she reported on the appearance
;) f a cert a in lady who had oi'fended h er, lVIiss Devereux,
~ a bitually reported that the lady wore the same
::lress, "a blue tulle". Think of all the copy and
~ al e nt dev oted to covering in detail Jackie Kennedy 's
~ ife and loves -- much of it lit erature, of a sort,
produced under pressure and under a deadline.
The cheering news is that rhetorical
a nd raucous sentimentality are disappear~ng from the better grade of news stories.
Today
~e porters write with greater subtlety and depth than
~i d most of their predecessors.
They have better
~i nguistic equipment when working in foreign countries,
~~d they have by no means lost the touch for finding
-: '~ e social pulsebeat in the stori e s.
~y rotechnjr. R

Today's men and women of the working press
~ e as responsive to the challenge of great events
:~ we re the star reporters of an earlier day.
In the

analysis history is news reporting in slow
The reporter who seeksout the evidence at
~~ ~ s t ~and is marching with the shock troops in the
:=.'Wt allons of truth. He has "loosed the fateful
:" :'gh tning of a terrible, swift SNord" -- the truth that
s~ a ll make men free.
:~~~l

~: ~lo n.

....

.'

....

Before I close, permit me to pursue just
l i ttle further the idea that deadlines have a fasc:'nation for us. I have y e t to mention one of the
'::e st exampl e s of creative literature in the daily

~
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newspaper . I refer to the editorial cart oonist , in
our case, L. D. Warren . Ever y day , he has got to come
up with an idea that can be i~lus t rat ed and , th~n
produce it. As Ollie James wlll tell you, It lS more
than difficult to be clever un der pressure , yet this
kind of creativity is clearly llterar y in quality.
Finally , consider with me the words produce d
in the point of the ultimate deadline -- or deathline ;
i.e . consider some of t he words of great personages
issued at the very moment of their death . T r~alize
these are not all examples of literatur e fo r , as
Alice B. Toklas once told Ernest Hemingway, "Remarks
are not literature !" Nevertheless, the words spoken
or written at such a moment do bear on my main thesis.
Listen to some of their last wo r ds :
1.

Joseph Haydn

Cheer up children , I'm
all right.

2.

HenI'Y JCillHjS

So here it is at last,
the dist i nguished thing !

3.

Anna Pavlova

Get my "Swan " cos t ume read-.

4.

Horace Mann (to his wife) Sing to me,
if you have t he hear t .

5.

Vincent Van Gogh

6.

Washington Irving Well , I must arrange
my pillows for another
wear y night ! When will
this end?

7.

Ludwig Van Beethoven (when the wine he
had asked for came) Too
bad ! Too bad ! it's too
late!

8.

Damon Runyon

You can keep the things
of bronze and stone, and
give me one man to rememb e_
me ~us t once a year .

9.

Julius Caesar

Thou , too, Brutus, my son!

Now I want to go home .
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10 .

Charles Darwin

11.

Stephen A. Douglas (asked if he had
any word for his sons)
Tell them to obey the
laws and support the
Constitution of the
United States.

12 .

Edgar Allan Poe

13.

William Sydney Porter (0. Henry)
--------~----~T~u-r-n-up the lights.
I don't want to go home
in the dark.

14.

Franklin D. Roosevelt I have a terrific
headache!

15 .

Louis XIV (to his domestics) Why do
you weep? Did you
think I was immortal?

16 .

Oliver Wendell Holmes (of the Supreme
Court, as they moved
the oxygen tent to him)
Lot of damn foolery.

17.

Booker T. Washington Take me home. I
was bo rn in the South,
and I wish to die and
be burie d in the South.

18 .

Leigh Hunt

19 .

Sir Walter Raleigh (to the executioner)
What dost thou fear?
Strike, man, strike!

20 .

I am not the least
afraid to die.

Lord help my poor
soul.

I don't think I shall get
over this.

Benjamin Franklin (his daughter advised
to change his position
in bed, that he might
breathe mo re easily)
A dying man can do nothing easily .

~~~~~~~~~hi m
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Can there be any doubt that literature is
often created under pressure and up against a deadline ?
Literature is really just "language charged with
meaning"; it "is news that stays news." (See ABC of
Reading)
.

Francis L. Dale

